
EL REFORMER 

 

 

Pilates For All presents the new EL REFORMER, with a user-friendly design 

and great adjustability, adapting to its user needs. 

 

INCLUDES BOX, JUMPBOARD, TRINGLE PILLOW 

 

 

 



FRAME 

The frame is made out of aluminium electrostatic painted. 

The outer dimensions are: 

Height: 25cm 35cm 45cm 60cm 

Width: 75cm  

Length: 231cm  

HANDLES 

Two in one handles. Washable. Limit your ajustments to your ropes and save time 

from your lessons. The double loops offer two in one handles, the inside loops for 

hands and the larger outside loops gor legs. The inside polyester strap guarantees 

its strength and the inside foamy material in combination with its external suede 

washable padding offers comfort, ergonomics and better grip. 

BOX 

With the El Reformer is included the MEDIUM PILATES BOX. and 

the TRIANGLE PILLOW. The Box broadens the repertoire of your exercises 

enabling you to sit in sitting, laying, face down, on your back, or sideways position. 

It offers great exercises for strengthening your core, the box also offers a 

comforting choice for many sitting exercises. MEDIUM PILATES 

BOX dimensions are 40cm width, 57cm length, 30cm height and its maximum 

weight is 150 kg. The Triangle Pillow offers you full support of your back leading 

to minimum strain to the lambar spine and the abdominal muscles, something that 

is necessary in pregnancy and musculoskeletal problems in the lambar spine. The 

Triangle Pillow dimensions are 45cm width, 45cm height, and 45cm length. 

SHOULDER RESTS 

The anatomic shoulder rests of the reformer are designed with a stable and safe 

system for the purpose of fast removability. 

Also two covers are included, so when you remove the rests the surface of the 

bed expands and in combination with the platform extender a mini mat surface is 

created and your repertoire is expanded. 

SPRING BAR 

➤ Five escalated resistance springs 

➤ Sliding spring base with 4 positions 

➤ 2 levels for spring attachment 

➤ Fully ergonomic for heights between 140cm to 210cm 

https://pilatesorgana.gr/mesaio-kouti-pilates
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FOOTBAR 

The external footbar, with 65cm width, in combination with the side levers 

mechanism offers the fastest and safest change between 5 positions, at 115, 90, 

75, 45 or 25 degrees and it also locks at both sides. 

MOVING PLATFORM-CARRIAGE 

Smooth movement, slide, with 8 small wheels made out of soft polyester. 

Length of carriage path 105 cm 

SUPPORTIVE PLATFORM 

Transform your reformer to an elevated, steady matwork surface. The foamy, 

dense, sublayer of the supporting platform, which is the same with the sublayer 

of the moving platform, creates a comfortable, uniform, elevated platform for 

the matwork repertoire, offering to people with mobility issues easier access, and 

also freeing space for the professionals and combining comfort and functionality. 

The dimensions of the supporting platform are 121cm X 59cm. 

 

 

 

 

 

Foot Bar 

  

5 positions outer foot bar 

with double lock 

quick change of positions 

 

Springs Bar 

Five graduated resistance springs and 

two leves for the anchoring of the 

springs. With a 6 position base which is 

automatically transferred. In 

combination with the adjustable foot 

bar it gives the ability to be fully 

ergonomic for trainees from 140 cm up 

to 210 cm. 



Jumpboard 

The Jumboard broadens your 

repertoire for the reformer. 

Besides adding choice for cardio exercise 

on your reformer its orthopedic platform 

allows safe jumps for the hips, knees and 

ankles. 

The Jumpboard enables you to perform 

safe and precise jumps while the user 

remains layed on the reformer. 

 

 

 

 

Head Rest 

Adjustable head support pillow with 3 

positions available. 

 

 

 

 

Shoulder Rest 

The anatomic shoulder rests of the 

reformer are designed with a stable 

and safe system for the purpose of 

fast removability. 

 



 

 

 

Box 

Sitting Box expands the repertoire of Reformer. The 

upholstered orthopedic pillow brings comfort to a range of 

sitting, supine and prone exercises. 
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